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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. QUEUEING THEORY - AN OUTLINE

The development of queueing theory started with
the publication of Erlang's paper [19] in 1909 on the
M/D/l queueing system. For this system, which has constant
service times and a Poisson arrival process, Erlang explained
the concept of statistical equilibrium. This paper touched
the essential points of queueing theory, and for a long
time research in queueing theory concentrated on questions,
first time discussed in theoretical context, by Erlang.
The studies of Engset, Molina, Wilkinson, Pollaczek, Vanlot,
Crommelin, Kosten and Palm, to mention the most important

ones (for details see bibliography given in Syski's book
[55]), continued, deepened and enlarged the field of investi
gation started by Erlang. The mathematical techniques used
by Pollaczek were rather diverging from techniques used
before 1940. However, they were powerful and made investi
gation of transient phenomena possible.

In the early fifties, a stormy development of queueing
theory took place. Professional mathematicians discovered

queueing theory as an interesting field of applications of



the results and methods obtained in probability theory.
Operations Research turned out to be a new field of applied
mathematics and in this field a great need for queueing
theory existed, not only for its specific models but also
for its theoretical structure. It turned out soon that
the basic mathematical models in inventory theory, the
theory of counters, dam theory and reliability theory are
often identical with or slight modifications of those
encountered in queueing theory.

Feller's theory of regenerative events (cf.[22])
inspired Kendall to write his famous paper [30] whose
influence on queueing theory has been tremendous. Kendall's
exposition created a new technique for analysing certain
queueing models which are not Markovian. He showed how to
apply the method of Markov chains with discrete state space
and discrete time parameter to non Markovian queues. At the
same time his approach made the analysis of the transient
behaviour of queueing systems much more accessible. As a
landmark in the developments of queueing theory, the approach
by Takacs [56] is worth mentioning. He stressed the importance
of the virtual waiting time process. He analysed, at first,
this process for the M/G/l queue. His ideas and particularly
his graphical representation of the realisations of the
virtual Waiting time process has great influence on further



research in queueing theory. This method is successfully
applied in many queueing models (see the books by
Kleinrock [31], Cohen [14]).

An important variant of service discipline is
priority service, which seems to have been treated in
literature for the first time in 1954. Cobham [13] published
the first paper on non pre—emptive priorities for foisson
input, exponential holding time, single and multiple channels.
In 1964, Miller [37], when solving for the waiting time in a
priority queueing system under the alternating priority
discipline, first introduced and studied the M/G/1 queue
with rest periods with first in first out order of service
in each priority. In this discipline, customers belong to
one among N classes. The server continues serving customers
of the same class (say i) until they are depleted and the
server starts serving customers of another class and so on,
eventually again serving the customers of class i. For
class i, the server's rest period is the time elapsing
between his departure and return to that class for the first
time. Such a model has been partially used by Cooper 15]
to analyse a system of queues served in cyclic order.

Consider a class of M/G/1 queueing models where
the server is not available over occasional intervals of



time. The times, when the server is not available, may
initiate some other uninterruptible task (a coffee break,
or a tool change), which we shall refer to as a ‘rest
period’. After completing this task, the server returns
and begins serving any back-log that may have accumulated

during its absence. We say that such a queueing model has
the property of ‘exhaustive service‘ in case each time the
server becomes available, he works in a continuous manner

until the system becomes empty;

As an example of the exhaustive service system,
consider an M/G/1 queueing system with rest periods. This
is a queueing model, in which, for each time the system
becomes empty and the server goes for rest. If the server
returns from rest and finds some units waiting, then he
works until the system is empty and begins another rest
period. If the server finds the system empty on return
Irom rest, he starts another rest period which is independ
ent of and identically distributed as the previous one.
This model (and variations thereof) has been studied by
Miller [37], Cooper [15], Levy and Yechiali [35],
Heyman [28], Shantikumar [51], Scholl and Kleinrock [50].
They showed that the number of units in the system at a
random point in time is distributed as the sum of two or



more independent random variables, when the equilibrium
solution existed. This property is known as the M/G/l
decomposition property.

Recently, Neuts and Ramalhoto [46], Ali and

Neuts [1] studied M/G/l decomposition property in the
case of h/G/l queueing systems without exhaustive service.
Fuhrmann and Cooper [24] gave an intuitive explanation of
the reason for the decomposition property for a general
class of M/G/1 queueing systems. Doshi [17] examined the
intuitive development of GI/G/l queueing systems with
‘exhaustive service .

2. A SKETCH OF INVENTORY THEORY

The quantitative analysis of the inventory started
with the work of Harris [27] in 1915, who formulated and

got the optimal solution to a simple inventory situation.
Wilson rediscovered the same formula in l9l8 and this is
referred to as Wilson's formula or Economic lot size formula.
Several variations of Wilson's deterministic model have been

studied. A stochastic inventory problem was analysed for
the first time in 1946 by Masse [35]. After that several
studies were made in this direction (see Arrow, Harris and
Marschak [2], Dvoretsky, Kiefer and Wolfowitz [18]).



In [18], the authors obtained the conditions under which
optimum inventory levels can be found. The development of
the theory upto 1952 have been summarised by Whitin [60].

Berman and Clark [7] developed some specific

models which can be applied, for example, to a situation
where a central warehouse supplies to a number of field
warehouses which in turn supply to distributors. A new
method which minimises the variance of the inventory
balance under specified conditions using discrete distribu
tion of demand and inventory was developed by Vassian [58].

Consider the situation for setting the overall
production levels when there are significant fluctuations
in demand. In this case the linear programming technique
was effectively applied by Charnes, Cooper and Farr [9].
Through the development of a new technique, Bellman [6j
has made an investigation on the feasibility of the approach
to dynamic inventory problems. A review of the storage

problems was given by Gani [25]. Using the renewal
theoretic arguments, a probabilistic treatment of inventory
problems was given by Arrow, Karlin and Scarf [3]. The
study of random leadtines in inventory models was provided
in the monograph by Ryshikow [49]. Sivazlian [52] investi
gated an (s,S) inventory system with arbitrary inter—arrival



time distribution between unit demands. Recently
Srinivasan [53] has made an attempt to study a more
general case. In this paper he considered the leadtimes
and demands to be arbitrarily distributed.

3. MATRIX GEOMETRIC SOLUTIONS

The classical approach to the analysis of queues

is to assume that the variables representing the inter
arrival and service times follow some specific distributions
and to define the state of the_system by the number of units
in the system at a given time. The objective is to find
the probability distribution of the number of units in the
systems. One way of obtaining the probabilities is to
formulate a system of difference—differential equations to
represent the behaviour of the queue in time. The solution
of this system of equations is known as ‘transient solutions’.
The computation of the transient solution is a belabored
task even for simple models. The computational effort and
the interpretation of numerical results of transient solutions
depend on the choice of the initial conditions. Under
certain conditions, solution to the system of equations, when
time tends to infinity, is called steady state solution. For
the analysis of steady state solutions we do not require any
initial condition.



We can solve the system of difference-differential
equations using the methods of generating function, operator
etc. The numerical computation of the time dependent
probability distributions of interest, by the classical
methods based on an application of Rouche's theorem, is in
practice quite difficult, Neuts L43] investigated a new
approach which has efficient and stable algorithms involving
only real arithmetic.

In [41], Neuts shows that a class of infinite, block
partitioned, stochastic matrices has an invariant probability
vector of a matrix—geometric form. He considers a Markov

chain with state space {(i,j), 17, o, léjsm} and a
transition probability matrix P of the form

B0 A0 0 0 ...
B1 A1 A0 0 ...
B2 '    0 o 0P = : : : : (1)

where the matrices Ak and Bk, kz.o are m x m non—negative



matrices satisfying

k

2 Are + Bke = e, for k>,o (2)
I“-=0

where e = (1, 1, ..., l)T. The substochastic matrix
as

3:: Ar will be denoted by A. Assume that A is stochasticr=o

and irreducible. Let 3 be an invariant probability vector
such that 37,0 and

3 P = 3 with 3 e = 1. (3)
Partitioning the vector g into In-vectors 30, gl, ...,
the equation (3) may be written as

00

$1; = 3; 2=m-1 Ar’ form»
13720x \
I'=O

0
Z. gke = l.
k==O

Let X be a non—negative matrix of order m. The spectral
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radius, sp(X), of X is defined as

sp(X) = m;%n{p5i\ 5 7‘ , for 1-5 is In} ,

where his‘ are the eigen values of X. Using the coefficient
matrices Ar, rz.o, define the formal series

(0A[XJ = Z Xrgr. (5)~ r=o

Define the sequence of matrices {R(n),n>;.o} by

R(o) = o, R(n+l) = A[R(n)], for n3.o

and the vector B by

QB=Z.re. (6)r=l Ar

Note that some components of B may be infinite when AO_
is stochastic. This is trivial and will be eliminated
from further consideration. In all other cases 6 # 0.

Now examine the existence of a solution to the

equations (3) of the form



ll

kgk = 30 R , for kz.o (7)
where R is non-negative and irreducible. Since §k—e-0
as k-+63, the matrix R satisfies sp(R) < l. The first
equation of (3) yields

:50 Rk-1 {R-A[R]} .-= Q, for kal . .(8)

If R.= A[R], R2:g and sp(R)<.l, the above equation is
satisfied.

The second equation of (3) yields

d) r

so that 30 should be a left eigen vector of the matrix

[1 °° R” (lo)
B R’ — ;;% Br .

Let g be the invariant probability vector of A, then we
have the following theorem, proof of which is given in
[41].
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Theorem. If the matrix A is irreducible and nsv 1,
let RJ>O,be the minimal solution of R = A[R]. If the

stochastic matrix B[R] is irreducible, let go be the left
eigenvector, with eigenvalue one of B[R], then go-$* O
and g may be normalized by0

go (I—R)'1 e = 1 .

The partitioned vector 3 = ($0.31,...) with

is then a strictly positive invariant probability vector
of matrix P.

The probabilistic significance of the_rate matrix
is discussed in Neuts [44]. For discussing the probabilistic
significance of the matrix R, first define the taboo
probability. Given two states i and j and a set H of states

of a Markov chain, the taboo probability HP§ng is theI

conditional probability that, starting from state i, the
system reaches the state j at time n without having visited
the set H at any of the times 1,2, ..., n-l. (For details
see Chung [10] ). For the Markov chain with transition
probability matrix P, consider the taboo probability
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.14“). .1 1,3;i+l,r that starting from the state (i,;}), the chain

reaches (i+l,r) at time n without visiting the level i in
between. This probability is defined for nJ50, i:;o,
ls-r, js»m and is clearly equal to zero for n<:l. A sample
path from (i,j) to (i+l,r) which does not re-enter the
level i cannot visit any state (r,j') with 1:51, l$j's 111.

Thus the taboo probability iP§?%;i+l’r depends completely
on the submatrix of P obtained by deleting all rows and
columns with indices (r,;j '), rs i, l£~j'$ In‘. These sub
matrices are identical for i350. Define

CO_ (n) . .Rj,r " Z iPi,j;i+l,r’ 1"°'1‘3' “I”
n=1

This is the expected number of visits to the state (i+l,r)
before the first return to the level i, given that the
chain starts in the state (i,j). The square matrix with
elements R 15 j, rs m, is denoted by R and is calledj.r’
the rate matrix.

In some cases the matrix A is reducible, the
conditions for which is that all the eigenvalues of the
matrix R inside the unit disk are different. A detailed
account of this type of situation is given in Lucantoni [54].
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In some practical situations the structure of the transi
tion probability matrix P is slightly different from (1).
Here P has some more complicated structure near the lower

boundary. This type of situation is considered by
Winsten [61]. This boundary behaviour leads to the con»
sideration of modified matrix geometric invariant vectors.
In this case the transition probability matrix is different
Irom (1). The probabilistic significance of the rate
matrix is the same, but applies only to non-boundary states.
The invariant probability vector 3 in this case is of the

form g = [30, gl, §lR, 31R’, ... ]. This type of invariant
probability vector is Called modified matrix geometric
vector.

4. SUMMARY OF RESULTS ESTABLISHED IN THIS THESIS

In this thesis we study the effect of rest periods
in queueing systems without exhaustive service and inventory
systems with rest to the server. Most of the works in the
vacation models deal with exhaustive service. Recently
some results have appeared for the systems without exhaustive
service.

Chapter II deals with a queueing system in which
the inter-arrival times follow a general distribution G(x)
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and service times are exponentially distributed. We assume
that the server takes rest when the system is empty or when
the service of every k units are over, whichever occurs
first. The rest times are exponentially distributed with
parameter a. Using the imbedded Markov chain technique,
the stationary behaviour of the process is studied. The
waiting time distribution of a unit in the system is given
in the stationary case.

In section 4 of this chapter we consider a
particular case of the above model. Assume, the arrival
process is a Poisson process of rate 3 and the service

times are exponentially distributed with parameter pk,
where k is the number of units served consecutively after
the previous rest. We obtain the steady state probabilities

nis' associated with the generator A, of the process as

T” +1a a . l ..= -— -—- f _ .k—l1t (ui)[l+ 2: pi  or o<1<
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The condition under which steady gtate exists is shown to be

k—l aka>[l+::E—],ii=o

Numerical computation of the rate matrix R is given for
various values of a and k. An optimization problem associa
ted with this model is also discussed in the same chapter.

In chapter III, we consider a bulk service queue~
ing model. The size of the batch is (a,b). That.is, the
minimum and maximum number of units in the batch is 'a'

and 'b' respectively. After the service of a group, if
the number of customers in the queue is less than ‘a’, the
server takes rest for a random length of time which is
exponentially distributed with parameter a. Here a modified
matrix geometric solution is investigated and the rate
matrix could be given without a numerical computation. The
elements of the rate matrix R are obtained as follows:

R = 3ll A+a
R. . = ———--71-—— for 2 < 1 < b-a+l1,1 A+p ’ ‘ ‘a+i—2



Rb-a+2,b—a+2

i,b—a+2

and Rl,b—a+2

17

A + _Eb_ b+1
A+ub A+pb b~a+2,b—a+2

( l'l8.+i-2 ) ( 71 )a+i-1h+ ub h+pa+i_2

“b b . b . -1_ E : J “J[1 A+pb I Rb—a+2,b-a+2 Rii 1 ’
J=0

for 2s is b—a+l

. p b . .ha b J b~3[1- R R. ]b- b— 11

This chapter concludes with some discussions on the waiting
time distribution of a unit in the system.

Chapter IV deals with two models. One is an

Erlangian service model with feedback and rest periods, and
the other one is a buffer model. In the Erlangian service
model there are k—stages of service and the service time in
each stage is exponentially distributed with parameter kp.
After the service of all stages, if a customer feels that
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the service of some stage is not satisfactory, then he
again joins the queue for service with probability 8 and
leaves the system with probability l-8. Assume that the

server takes rest after serving m consecutive units. we
obtain the stationary probabilities and the equilibrium
conditions as

1t1’j== (1+%‘-‘-) (9151), for osism-1, isjsk

ma ~l
Tim — (l+"E")

h(l+‘%% <11 respectively.
(l—e)ma

In the buffer model, we consider a queueing system
with two servers in series and a finite intermediate waitingf
room between them. The arrival process is a Poisson process

of rate A and service times are exponentially distributed
with parameters pl and p2 respectively. when the intermediate
waiting room is full, the first server takes rest and when the
intermediate waiting room is’empty, the second server takes
rest. These rest times are exponentially distributed with

parameters al and a respectively. Using the matrix geometric2
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method, the steady state behaviour is investigated. The
conditions for existence of equilibrium solution is shown
to be

k-1
pl Z: 1:1 -(wlR2 +.wlw2) > 71

i=0

where wlR2 denotes that the first server is working and the
second is taking rest, and wlw2 denotes that both servers
are working. Some numerical examples for computation of

nis are also given for various values of pl, p2, al and a2.

The last chapter deals with the inventory models
with rest periods to server. We consider an (s,S) inventory
system in which the server takes rest whenever the level of
inventory falls to zero. The demands are assumed to occur
for one unit at a time. The inter—arrival times between
successive demands, the lead times and the rest times are
assumed to follow general distributions. Using the renewal
arguments, we obtain expressions for the transition probabilit
ies and the system size probabilities.

Another inventory model that we study in this chapter

is an (s,S) inventory system with two servers S1 and S9.
when the level of inventory becomes s, an order is given for
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replenishment and one of the servers is allowed to take
rest. But at least one of them must be present always.
We conclude the thesis with the expressions for transition
time probability density functions and system size
probabilities for this model.



CHAPTER~II

A GI/M/l QUEUE WITH REST PERIODS

In this chapter, we consider a queueing system with
rest periods in which the interarrival times follow a general
distribution G(.) and service times are exponentially distri
buted with parameter p. Several authors, Miller [37],
Cooper [15], Scholl and Kleinrock L50] and Fuhrmann [23],

studied.the role of rest periods in queues when the arrival
process is a Poisson process and the service times follow
a general distribution G(.). The stationary behaviour of
the process, the waiting time distribution of a unit in the
system, some numerical examples and an optimization problem

associated with this, are discussed through sections 2 to 6.

1. THE MODEL

Consider a GI/M/1 queueing system. we assume that

the server takes rest for a random length of time after the
service of every consecutive k units or when the system is
empty, whichever occurs first. The interarrival times are
independent and identically distributed with distribution
function G(.), and the service times are exponentially
distributed with parameter p. After the completion of a
rest period the server returns to the system and remains

21
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idle if tlare is no unit in the waiting line. The rest times
are exponentially distributed with parameter a. Observing
the system immediately prior to an arrival point, we obtain
an imbedded Markov chain defined on the state space

s = (o,o)u <o.k>u{<a:.:>| 12,1, es.-rsk}.

The state (0,0) denotes that the system is empty and the
server is idle, (o,k) denotes that the system is empty and
the server is taking rest. The state (i,j) denotes that the
number of units in the system is i and the number of units
served after the previous rest is j. We can consider another
variation of the above model in which, after the completion
of a rest the server returns to the system and if he finds
no unit waiting, he extendshis rest period. The rest times
are independent and identically distributed exponential
variates with parameter a. In this case, the state space of
the model is more simple than the one considered in this
paper. In this case the state space S‘ is

<o.k)u {(1.3)} :21, Osjsk}

where the notations are defined as earlier.
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The transition probability matrix P of the system
with state space S has a block partitioned structure of the
form

V-B C ‘O 0 O 0 ..
B1 A1 A0 0 ...
B2 A2 A1 A0 ..P = . (1)

This is different from the canonical form of transition
probability matrix of GI/M/l system. Evans [20] and
W.Wallace [59] showed that the block—Jacobi generators of

the continuous parameter Markov process of GI/M/1 type,

called quasi—birth and death process, have a matrix geometric
probability vector. winsten [61] gave an explanation of the
modified geometric stationary density, which yields the
solution to the GI/M/c queue with single arrivals.

The matrix Co of order 2 x (k+l) is given by
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(1.0) (1.1) .. (l.k)

C (o,o) a0 0 ... o 1 ( )= 2° (o,k) lao o  so
The element a0 is the probability that during an interarrival
time there is no service completion and is given by

a0 = J: g(x) e"p’x dx , (3)
The element lac is the probability that during an interarrival
time, a rest period is over but no service completion and is
given by

6) X -au —-p(x-u)lao = S g(x) 5 one e du dx (4)o

and a0 is the probability that the server continues his rest
in an?interarrival time, given by

CDa = I g(x) e'ax dx , (5)o

The matrix B0 is given by



l\) U1

(0 o) a 5O A(o,k) 2al lal— J
The entries in B0 are explained along with the entries of Bm.
The matrices Bm, for m:;l, are given in a unified way. We
write m as nk+r, where k is the maximum number of units
served consecutively after a rest and n is the number of
rest periods. Here, n = [m/k] and r = m-[m/k]k, where [m/k]

denotes the integral part of m/k. The matrix Bm, for m=al,'
is given by

(0.0) (o.k)'" . '
(m,o) n+lam+l nam+l
(m,l) n+lam+l nam+l

(m’k—i) n+2am+l n+lém+l (7)B ..-.In . A
(m’k'l+l) n+2am+l n+lam+l

(m’k-1) n+2am+l n+lam+l
(m’k) n+2am+l n+lam+lL .4
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The element which is the probability that m+l unitsn+lam+l’
are served and n+1 rest times are over , during an inter
arrival time, is given by

X

n+lam+l = f’g(x) J Yn+l,a(u) r;+l,p(x"u)du dx (8)o o
for n,m = 0,1,2, ..., where (;’b(.) is the gamma distribution

with parameters a and b and ya b(.) the corresponding density.9

The probability that during an interarrival time m+l service
completion and n rest times are over and the server is in
rest, is given by

XA m
IIaII1+l = I  5 (ynpa * YH1+l9P') (u) ‘e-a(x-u)du dx0

63 — ..
5m+1 3 I g(x) S ‘huasufi )°e a(X u)du ax (10)o o
for mzo 

Similarly, we can write, for m,n>,o,

Q X= - d d , lln+2am+l S g(x) X Yn+2,a(u) r;;l,u{x u) u X ( )O O



5 = d)8(X) X (Y Y )(u)e"a(x"u)du dxn+1 m+l J’ J n+1 , oz * m+l, p.o 0
for m,nz.o .

For defining the matrices Am, for mvso, we use the same

notations as that for Bm. The matrix Am is given by

(.,o)  (.,:)  (.,k)F "I(3 yo) nam(..l) mam.. _- , (12)Am ‘ ("k 1) n+lam nam
Z ‘*

("k) n+lam1- _J
whe element nam is the probability that during an interarrival
time n rest times and m service completions are over and is

given by
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xi
Dam = Jg(x) 3 yn’a(u). ]—n:p(x-u)du dx, for n,m>o0 0

am = ‘S? g(x) ym‘p(x)dx, for R170 .
0

Similarly

« <9 ’‘ --a(x-u)
nam = I  E (Yn’a*Ym’p)('ll).9 du dX,o o

for n,m > 0, and

- 0° ’‘ -a(x-u)
am = I g(x) S ym,p(u).e du dx, for my 0, ando o

d’ X d d f
n+lam = i g(x) S yn+l’a(u) ]';’p(x-u) u x, or nzo, 111:» oo

2 . STATIONARY DISTRIBUTION

The transition probability matrix (1) can be studied

using the method developed by Neuts [41]. The matrices A1,
i >, o and Bn satisfy the relations
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n

E: Aie + Bne = e, for nzl (13)
i=0

and Boe + Coe = e . T a:
where e = (l,l, ..., 1) . Define the matrix A as A.= §:’An.n=o

We can show that A is an irreducible matrix and is stochastic.

A is irreducible since there is a path from any state to any
other state, either direct or through some other states.
There exists an invariant probability vector 3 satisfying
§?50 and

1:4
to II ll H3 and g e (14)

The vector 3 may be partitioned into a 2~vector 50 and (k+l)
component vectors gk, for kial. Then the equation (14) may
be written as

I :3
N ma X . . for nz-2

1:0 n+1-1 A1’
m.. 15)31 " 3000 + Egg Ki Ai ( ‘

II
'_I.

8

gm
I

|'-'
CU
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Using the coefficient matrices Ai,iz»o, we define the
formal series

C” n
we X An»

where X is a non—negative matrix of order k+l. Define the

sequence of matrices <{R(n),ng;o} by R(o)= 0, R(n+l)=A[R(n)],
for n>,- 0. Then we have

Theorem. If A is irreducible, the sequence {R(nfi- converges
to a matrix R:>o, which satisfies

sp(R)$ 1, R = A[R], ‘fl'.R.$_1t

where n is the invariant probability vector of the matrix A.

For proving this theorem see theorem 1 of [41].

Using the theorem given in section 3 of chapter I
we can examine the existence of a solution to equations (15)
of the form

1:14, for 1 21. (16)
The matrix R is called the rate matrix. The probabilistic
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significance of the rate matrix is discussed in the same
section. Define B[R] as

[ 1 3° 0°B R =' °° 1:-1 °° k—lZZ:R Bk 23 R Akk=l kzl— _
The second and third equations in (15) yield, (;O,§l)
as the left eigen vectors of B[R].

3. WAITING TIME DISTRIBUTION

In this section, we investigate the waiting time
distribution of a unit in the system, in the stationary case.
If the arriving unit finds the system in (i—1,j), the waiting
time of that unit in the system is obtained as follows. We
have two cases, (a) i> k and (b) isk.

Case (a). i>-k.

If an arriving unit finds i-l units in the system
and the number of service completion is zero after the
previous rest, then the probability that the waiting time
of the new arriving unit in the system is less than or
equal to t is
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en t
2 111,1“, I Yi’p(1l) [—i'_l (‘C-u)du. (17)i==k+l 0 [T] ,0‘

where ni_l,0 is the stationary probability that there are
i—l units in the system and the number of units served
after previous rest is zero. If the number of units j,
served after the previous rest is greater than zero, then
instead of equation (17) we get the required probability as

In k-1 . . . . . t- d 18
‘H ._ nl_1,J f v1,p<u> {E;‘_k+J_l]+l,a< u) u, < >l—k+l 3.1 o k
Suppose an arriving unit finds, the server in rest and the
number of units ahead of him is i-1. Then including the
new arriving unit there are i units in the system. Thus
the probability that the waiting time of the ith unit in
the system is less than or equal to t is

w t

Z ni_l,k I y.w(u) [?_1__{___;]+l a(t-u)du (19)i: 101-1 0

Case (b). is k.

If an arriving unit finds the number of units
in the system to be i-1 and the number of units served after
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the previous rest completion is zero, then the probability
that the waiting time of the new arriving unit is less
than or equal to t is

k2:: “i-1,o [;:p(t). (20)
1:1

That is, the waiting time is just the service time of i
units. If the number of units served after the previous
rest is j>-o, then we get the waiting time distribution
of this unit in the system as

k k-l t
Z Z 1ti_l’j J‘ one an [—i:p(t-u)du, for i-l+j>,k (21)i=1 j=l O
k k—l

and 2:: 2:: ni_l’j [;:u(t), for i—l+j< k_ (22)i=1 jzl

‘When the number of units in the system is i-1, which is
less than k, and the server is in rest at the time of
this arrival, then the probability that the waiting time
of the new arriving unit (which is the ith unit in the
system on its arrival) in the system is less than or
equal to t is
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ni_l’k jt ae‘au [;:u(t-u)du , (25)=1 01

Consider the case when the system is empty and the server
is idle, The waiting time of the unit which encounters
such a system has the distribution

- -wtn0,o (1 e ) _ (24)
when the system is empty and the server is in rest, we have
the distribution of the waiting time given by

t -an —p(t-u)nO,k J. ae pe du (25)
0

Thus the probability that the waiting time of a unit in
the system is less than or equal to t is. by total probability
law, the sum of equations (17) to (25).

4. M/M/l MODEL WITH REST PERIODS

For many models it is advantageous to set up the
problem in terms of a Markov process, whenever possible.

Here we assume that the arrival process is a Poisson process
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of rate 7: and service rates depend on the number of units
served. The server takes rest for a random duration when

the system is empty or after the service of every consecutive
k units, whichever occurs first. Further we assume that
the server returns to the system after a rest period and

if he finds the system empty then he remains idle. This
model can be studied by a continuous time Markov chain on
the state space as defined in section 1.

The infinitesimal generator Q of the Markov chain
is F‘ ._D E 0 0 00.

F  Al 0 I00Q =
0 A2 A0 A1 .

where —?\-on a
D = 0 -3

O O ... O n
E .—.

is a matrix of order 2 x (k+l) and
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F1% 0‘
H1 0F = t I
"K-1 0.
0 OJ

is a (k+l) x 2 matrix. The matrix A0 of order (k+l)
is given by

A0 = (aij), lé-i,j$.k+l,
where

%i = -A-p,fm:l$i$k
ak+l, k+l “ " "°‘

and ak+l,l "‘ “ °

The matrix A2 of order (k+l) is given by

A2 :    k+l9
where pi_l, for l$ isk8.. . =1’l+l 0 otherwise

and Al ='ZI, I is an identity matrix of order (k+l).
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Let g be the vector of steady state probabilities associated
with Q such that

g Q = Q and 3 e = 1 (26)
Partitioning the vector 3 into vectors go, g1, g2, ...,

where gi is a (k+l) component row vector, for i?>l, and
go = (zoo, xok), the equation (26) may be written as

go E + §lAo + §2A2 = Q (27)
§iAl + §i+1Ao + §’+2A2 2 9 °

Following [45] we examine the existence of a solution of
the form

51 - _1 R5“-1, for :'.>,1

where R is the unique solution to the set of non-negative
matrices of order (k+l), which have a spectral radius
less than one, of the equation

Al+RA0+R2A2 = o. (28)
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The first equation of (27) may be written as

r‘D E(220,131) = 0 .
L? AO+RA2

Thus (30, a1) is the left eigen vector of

D E
F A°+RA2

corresponding to the eigen value zero.

Define A = Ao+Al+A2. This is a generator of the
finite state continuous time Markov chain. Let

n = (no, nl, ..., wk) be the vector of steady state
probabilities associated with A such that

Putting nk =_c in the set of equations obtained from
1_t_A= Q, weget
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k

‘Using the total probability law, ii: ni = 1, we get
i=0

k-l
c .—... [1+ 2 -§°£—]"1,i=0 1 F

a k-1 a e-IThus ‘lti == (——-) [l+ 2 -—--] , for 05-iék—lpi i=0 pi"
and n = 1+ ——— .I E1 °‘ 1'1k i=0 pi *

The queue is stable, provided gA2e'>7I. Since

gA2e = (O, uono, ulnl, ..., pk_l nk_l) e, the requirement

§A2e'>71reduces to kac'77\. Thus we get the required steady
state condition in terms of the parameters of the process as

1;-1ka 77:[1+ }’_j—9‘—]. (30)i=0 “i 

5. AN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

We consider an optimization problem associated
with the model discussed in the above section. As an
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example of the model, consider a device which processes
a certain type of job. The efficiency of the device is
depending on the amount of service given by it. Usually
the efficiency decreases as the amount of service given
by it increases. So, after certain time the device needs
some 'servicing‘ after which it is as good as new. This
'servicing' time we consider is same as a rest time to
the server in queues.

Assume that no queue is allowed. Further, assume

that the service rate pj decreases as j, the number of
units served increases. Let cl be the loss due to one
customer being lost to the system, c2 be the service

cost per unit time, c3 the loss per unit time due to the
server remaining idle and cost during the rest time be a
fixed amount K. Then the question is, what is the optimal
value of j? In other words, how many units can be served
by a server continuously before proceeding for rest with
minimum loss? We also assume that after the rest the
server is as good as a fresh one. For convenience,

assume pj = p/j, for j2>l, no = 0. Then the cost of
serving n units is

11

C2 )3i=3. -5: “.9.
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Total loss by the time n services are completed is

hf; :1.cl i=1 u + 03 h .

The average cost of serving one unit is

n . n .- l l E
F(n) - [K+cl7>EEi p + c2 £E& P + c3 n J/n. (31)

if , the optimum value of n, is obtained by minimizing
F(n) with respect to n over the set of positive integers.
11‘ must satisfy the following conditions

F(n?) - F(d'+l) /1‘ O

FTn?) —-ETn?—l) s 0 .

Thu [K+c A 6-1 3 + c gi? '5 + c (fi;l)]/(* l) >S’ 1 1:1 “ 2 1:1 ” 3 3 n‘ /
If 1 n“ 1 ‘ 1'1‘ 4

[K+cl7s 12:1 11- + c2 1251 E + C3 -5 9/3‘ H

£41 641 5i i (Bil) *
[K+clh i=1 u + c2 1:1 u + C3 I i/(n+l) (32)
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The left side inequality of the expression (32) gives

;i%+Lc§ >/ n*(xi‘..1) (33)
and the right side gives

2K3 * nclficz s n (n+1) . (34)
From (33) and (34) we can compute 5', the optimal number
of units which can be served by a server continuously
before taking rest.

6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

For convenience, here we assume that uizu for
every i, in the model discussed in section 4. Now we have
a queueing system with constant arrival rate A, constant
service rate p and the rest times are exponentially
distributed with parameter a. The steady state condi

tion (30) then reduces to u(l- E%EE)> 3. For given values
of?s,u,a and k which satisfy the above condition, we can
compute the rate matrix B by successive substitution.
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l 1
From (28) we have R = -AlAo“ - R2A2Ao- . We obtain R by

successive substitution, starting with R20, which is
continued until the maximm entrywise difference between
successive iteratives is less than lO'6.

For 25:1, g=7, azl, k=4, the rate matrix R is

r:12514o .o13784 .OO3066 .0QO866 .oo1124

.O0O456 .125354 .o13907 .oo3141 .oo3645

.00l652 .oo122e .l25801 .0l4l76 .o13215

.007456 .oo5139 .OO3248 .127o14 .059651

L:O668O7 .O38699 .023256 .Ol4ll4 .534457

when a takes values in the order 3, 5 and 7, the entries

of R are decreasing and when p = a the diagonal entries

of R are approximately same upto 4 digits.
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When A =1, u=7, a=l, k=6, R is

P

.l250i5 .0l3684 .OO2999 .O00823 .OOO2é3 .OO0084 .0OOll7

.0O0426 .l25034 .Ol3694 .OO3005 .OO0826 .0OO255 .0QO34l

.00Ol30 .00Ol00 .l25006 .0l37l3 .OO3016 .OOO833 .00lO37

.OOO423 .OOO3l8 .0OO205 .l25l26 .0l3748 .OO3036 .00338O

.00l54l .OOll20 .OOO7OO .0O0426 .l25256 .0l3524 .Ol2325

.OO70l4 .OO467O .0O285O .OOl706 .OOl0l4 .l25602 .0561l4

L-.063729 .o35444 .O2048l .0ll987 .0o7o53 .0O4l6l .509832 in“

We also have computed the rate matrix R for k=9 which

being a 10 X 10 matrix, is not explicitly given here.

From these three cases, k = 4,6,9, we conclude that when

k,'the number of units served increases, the entries of R

decreases.



CHAPTER III

BULK SERVICE QUEUE WITH REST PERIODS

The queueing model with batch service has an
extensive literature, dating back to 1954 with the work
of Bailey [5]. Fabens [21] and Tackacs [56] considered
a batch service with fixed batch size k. Neuts [38]
considered a more general case, namely, the batch takes
a minimum of 'a"units and a maximum of 'b' units. If
immediately after the completion of a service, the server
finds less than ‘a’ units present, he waits until there
are 'a' units, whereupon he takes the batch of ‘a’ units
for service. An overview of the effect of group arrivals
and/or services on the structure of various classes of
queues is given in Neuts [42].

Here we consider a bulk service model with batch

size (a,b). Assume that the arrivals are according to a
Poisson process of rate 7x, and service times of batches
depend on the batch size. The service times are

exponentially distributed with parameter pi, asi sb.
After the service of a batch, if the server finds the
number of units waiting is less than 'a', he goes for«
rest for a random duration which is exponentially distributed

45
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with parameter a. Using the matrix geometric method,
we investigate the stationary behaviour of the system.
The waiting time of a unit in the system is also studied.

1. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

Consider a M/Ma’b/l model with unlimited capacity.
Assume that the arrivals occur simply in accordance with
a Poisson process of rate h . The units are served in
batches according to a bulk service rule such that the
service starts only when a minimum number of units, say,

‘a’ is present in the queue. The maximum size of batch
is 'b'and the service time of each batch depends on the
size of that batch. The service times are independent

exponentially distributed with parameters pi, as i 5 b.
If, immediately after the service of a batch, the server
finds less than ‘at units present, he goes for rest for a
random duration which is exponentially distributed with
parameter a. Further, if the number of units in the
queue is less than 'a' upon the server's return, he remains
idle.

As an example, consider a taxi car giving service
between two cities. The driver starts the trip if he gets
at least 'a' customers. If there are more than 'b‘ customers
the driver takes only ‘b’ customers in the car in a trip.
After the trip, if he finds that the number of customers
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waiting for taxi is less than 'a', then he takes rest for a
random duration. After rest, the driver returns and if the
number of customers waiting for taxi is still less than ‘a’
he remains idle until atleast ‘a’ customers are available.

The state space of the model can be represented

as S = {%i,l), for izro, (i,2) for 05 is a-1, (i,j), for
i» a, asjsb}. The state (i,l), for i>:.o, denotes that
the number of units in the system is i and the server is in
rest. The state (i,2), for 0s.ig.a-1, denotes that the number
of units in the system is i and the server is idle. The state
(i,;j) for iv, a, a$~.j sb, denotes the number of units in the
system is i, the size of the batch which is being served is j.

The states i, for osis a-l, have the states (i,l)
and (i,2), where (i,l) and (i,2) are explained as above. The
states _'i, for it a, have the states (i,l) and (i,j), e.-éjsb
and j takes the value of min(i,j). For example a«denotes
(a,l) and (a,a), ail denotes (a+l,l), (a+l,a) and (a+l,a+l)
and so on.

2. THE MATRIX GEOMETRIC SOLUTION

The process which has a state space S can be studied
by the Matrix Geometric Method. For the sake of convenience
in writing the Q matrix, we assume that b-l-a, b—a and b+l-a
are less than 3.. Using the block partitioned method, the
infinitesimal generator Q of the Markov chain is
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The matrices are

-h-a aM =1 0 ~h
h 0.M 22 0 A
0 0

M? = pa 0
-A-a a

M; =
O -A~pa

A 0 0
Ma =\ 3 0 A 0

Then the matrices for Qzlth row are defined as follows.

b—1
ll is a (b—a+l) X 2 matrix (mi j), ls-is-b—a+1, j=l,2.9

M1 2 (m1.3)

Where mb«a+l,l 3 “b—1

m. . : 0, for all other values of i and



where

where

where

For

where

m2,b—2a+l

111..1:3

b-2a+l < a

b—l
Mb—a

m2,1

m.‘.
193

0, otherwise.

(’”i.:i

for b—2a+l 2 a

pa

0, otherwise.

0, otherwise.

51

), 15 1:’: b--a+l, 1-Sjtéb-2a+l



where

where

Next we have,

with

with

52

1v1{’)f_:+l -.—. (mi,J.), lsi-éb-a+l, lsjsb-a+l

mi,i ‘"" '“7"'“a+i-2, 2$i$b—a+l

In-1,1 = -71-—a
ml,b—a+l “ °‘

IV'b-l = (m ) 141-éb-a+l lsjsb--a+2‘b—a+2 i,j ’ “V ’
mi’i == 71 ,l$iS b--a+l
mb—a+l,b»a+2= O

mi’j = 0, otherwise.til .for the Q row, the matrlces as follows:

Mb -— (m ) 1< i<b-—a+2 ‘-1 21 ’  9 ‘ '“ 9 J" 9 0

mi’j = 0, otherwise.

Mb .—. (113 ) l<i<‘o-'-21+? 3:1 22  3 ‘ \ -9 9 9
mb—a+l,l ‘ ”b—1
m. = 0, otherwise.



with

with

For b—2a+2<.a

b
Mb—a+l

with m2 1.. 9

with m

Mb—a+3
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(mi j)’,l$ i £.b--a+2, j-—-1,2

“b—2

0, otherwise.

(mij) , 1.-3 i$ b—a+2, 15. j sb—2a-I-2
for b—2a+2 3 a.

pa

0, otherwise.

(In. .) ,ls is b—a.+2, j-.=l,2193

pa

0, otherwise

(mi j),l.$ i, j-.3 b-a+27

-?3—a

" 7’ "”a+:1-2, 2 s 1 5 b-—-a+2

AI, I is the identity matrix
of oruer (b—a+2)



For the Qigt

b+a
:3 n

where

where

where

where

We have the matrices as

ME+a+l :
where mb_a+2’3

111.. =:
13

row, we have the matrices

(mij), ls i s b-a+2, j:l,2

“b

0, otherwise.

(In. .)_, lsisb-a+2, j=l,2,3

0, otherwise.

(In. .), 151$ b—a+2, 1 j b-a+l

0, otherwise.

(mi J) 15:, j£b—a+29

pa

0, otherwise.

(In. -),  jzj-92,3’

0, otherwise.



where

where

where

where

where

b+a+1
Mb—a—l

m4 9 b"'a+.].

II]. .
193

\
Mb_a

m3,b—a+2
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(mini) 15 is b—a-1-2, lsjsb-a+1

pa+2

0, otherwise.

(no. .), is-1, js.b—a-I-2

0, otherwise.

(:11. .), l$.i$.b—a+2, 153:’-.b-a+l

0, otherwise.

0, otherwise.

(m- -)9 153.-9j$b""a+2

0, otherwise.
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M5 = (mi,j), is-1, js b-a+2
mb-a,b-a+2 = “b-2

mi,j = 0, otherwise.

Let g be the invariant probability vector associated with
the infinitesimal generator Q such that

g Q = Q and 3 e = 1 (2)
where e = (l,l, ... l

suppose the vector g is partitioned as

§ =' (§O9§l9°°-:§a_l9§a9--'9 Eb! -0- ) (3)

where

31, for o sis a-1 are l x 2 vectors
1:1, for asi.-5 b-1 are 1 x (i-a+2) vectors

and gi, for ivpb are l x (b-a+2) vectors.

Following Neuts [45], we examine the existence of a
solution of the following form generated by a non—negative
matrix R with spectral radius less than one.

ggi = 15b Ri-b, for iab (4)
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To get a solution of (4), we find from (2) that

\ —— C
§b(Mb-a+3 + R Mb—a+2 + 1: R Mb-a+2-i) “ 9 (5)

From (5) we get

b+l-a .__ -l _ a+3. \ -l
R ' ‘Mb—a+3 Mb-a+2 1:1 R Mb—a+2-i Mb-a+2 ' (6)

b+l-a \Consider M = M +
b—a+3 + Mb-a+2 izl Mb—a+2-i’

This is reducible. The analysis presented in Neuts [45]
is not applicable here. In general (see [41] and [34] 5,
it can be seen that the matrix R is numerically computed
using the recurrence relation starting with R:0.
Although (6) has a complicated structure, the elements of R
can be calculated by solving certain algebraic equations.
Comparing the elements on the diagonals of both sides of (6),
we obtain

_ _A_Rll ' h+a (7)
R. . .-= 7’ , for 2$isb-a+l (8)11 ”*“a+i-2

D

and Rb-a+2,b—a+2 h+ub * h+pb Rb—a+2,b—a+2
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Since h,a,p for 2:éi£:b—a+l, are greater than zeroa+i—2’

and Rii, for lsié b-a+l, are less than one, we can find
that the spectral radius of the matrix_R is less than one
if and only if (9) has a root in (o,l). .From (9) we get
R <.l if and only ifb—a+2,b—a+2

h<bpb. (10)
Comparing the other elements of both sides of (6), we get

bp . ._ ha _ b 3 b—3 -l
Rl,b—a+2 — (h+a7(h+pb) [1 h+pb Egg Rb—a+2,b-a+2 R11 9 (11)

and

”a+:L-2 ,, a+i-1R. = -———-——— -—————...——
1,b—a+2 ( h+pb ) ( A+pa+i_2 )

pb b . b_. _l1 — R3 R. 9 12
[ z+pb Egg b—a+2,b—a+2 1 1 9 ( )

for 2 5 i S b-a+l.

In this model, our task is only to solve (9) so that we can
compute all other elements of R. The inequality (l0) is the
equilibrium condition. The Markov chain is positive
recurrent if and only if (10) is satisfied.

From the matrix d‘ anfl from (2) we find that the

vector y = (§O,3l,...,§a,...,§b) satisfies yd‘: Q, where* . .C3 is g1ven.by
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3. WAITING TIIVLE DISTRIBUTION

The distribution of the waiting time of a
unit in the system M/Ma’b/l was studied by Medhi [36].
In this section we investigate the waiting time distri
bution of a unit in the system M/Ma’b/l with rest periods.
The waiting time of the new arrival depends on the server's
state. An arriving unit may find the server in one of the
following states

(i) Server is at rest
(ii) Server is working

(iii) Server is idle

(i) Server is at rest

Let ni’l be the steady state probability that
i units are in the system and the server is at rest. The
waiting time of the new arrival depends on the number of
units in the system. So we consider three cases which
depend on i, the number of units in the queue

aéifib
(ii) b+lé:i

(iii) i<-a

In the first case, namely atsis D, the probability
that the waiting time in the system, of an arriving unit
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which finds i-1 units ahead of him in the queue, when
the server is at rest, is less than or equal to t is

b t _ —p.(t—u)E n. ae au [l~e 1 ]du. (14)iaa 1'1 0

when i is greater than or equal to b+l, the

waiting time is different for the cases i-b [%]2>a and
i-b [%]-ca. So we have to consider them separately. Thus
the prebability that the Waiting time of a unit, which
finds i—l units ahead of him in the queue, is less than
or equal to t is

CD t t -p (t-u-v)Z1  5 5  mu-e C M1=b+l i ’ 0 u [h]'“bC==i-'b['t-)_l?;a '
:3 t t b—a-au

ni,l S S Q8 Y i» (V) Z (la-:c+m,7a(V) _l:b+l i 0 u [FJ’”b mzo
czi-b[E]<a

an-M (t-u—v) I
I;:’c+m+l,7r(V)> (lne a+m ) + Z’ C;-1c+m.h W) ‘mzb-a+l

(t*u‘V)-u

E;1HmHJ,h(VE> (l"e b
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_ _ 3 - ..
+ 8:12:-cal 8.-W   u V Ya-(c+3).h(W‘)(1"e-aw)0 .

-p (t-u-v—w) t—u-v b—a
(1-8 a )dW + S g;% <ja:2c+j)+m,h(W) "

o

I-8:1(O+j)+m+l,>§(W)) QQWW (1‘e-ua+m(t-u-V-W)) dw

8

m:+ (£1):‘_a+l Ci;-.(c+j)+m,7s(w) " I;--'(c+j)+m+l,7\ (M)

_pb(t—u-v—w)) dW:]ae"aw(l~e av du (15)

where 7 .) is the gamma density function and f"d(.),c,d(
the corresponding distribution function with parameters
c and d. [i/b] denotes the integer less than or equal
to i/b. when i is less than 'a' the probability that the
waiting time of a unit, which finds i-l units ahead of him
in the queue is less than or equal to t is
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_ b—a
i<a “i,1 S {“e an [$40 O;-i+m,7:_(u)' E-‘i+:.:+1,7.(uD

m=b-a+l

- (t—) °°
(1-e pa.‘-m u )- + 2‘ <[;-i+m,A(u) — I-3:-i+m+l,?x(u)>

‘Ub(#‘u)
(l-e ) :' du+ va__i,,,(u) [1-e’“u](l-e—pa(t—u))} du (16)

(ii) Server is working

Let ni 3 be the steady state probability that i9

units are in the system and the server is serving a batch
of size j. when aéisb, the probability that the waiting
time of the ith unit in the system is less than or equal to
t is

b b t -u.u -pC(t—u)_E: E: n. . S p.e J [1-e ] duiza. j=a l’J O 30:1-37a

b b t —p.u b—a
JI _ _i+    J  [n>;o(E1c+Mc=o<1-j<a O



— re:—c+m+l,h(u)> 0'9
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-pa+m(t‘u)
co

)+ 1%-.——.:‘t;-:a+1 <[;:°+m’7‘ (u)

'~ (17- )
E:-I-c+m+l,;5(1l)> (1-8 pb u ) ‘J

— -1 _ k t- _ — ( — —v)
+ ak:o e an (£33) [ SpuYa~“'(C+K)>}|(v)(l-e aV)(l"e Ha t u

0''—a1-,

+ Eu ae—av [mzo CI;-(c+k)+m,75(V)— 1s:(c+k)+m+l,7:(V)>o

_pa+m(t-u-V) i:(be ) + 1 ([2:-(c+k)+m,h(V)m=b~a+

-u (t—u-v)

' I-;-.(c+k)+m+l,7I(V)> (]’''e b ):I dv:l du’ (17)

when iz, b+l, we have to consider the possibilities i—'b[%]>,a

and i—b[%J«ca,separately. Thus the probability that the
waiting time of a unit, which finds i—-1 units ahead of him,
is less than or equal to t is
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m b 1: —pju 11-11E:: §:: nl S p.e 8 Y i_j ( )]_:b+l jza . '3 J [ b Jvpb. l O O .
c=1—b[B]-32,a

-+1.1 (t-u—v) °° b
(1-e )dv du +  :1 Z 1Ij_,_j1"-=b+ ,]—-8. i__ °

c=1—b[-Ell-Jca

m=o

"pa+m(t-uiv) if:(1-9 ) “' mb +1 C’;--'c+m,7s(V)‘ [:—’c+m-4-l,7:(V)— —a

(1-e-pb(t—u-V))] + aéifl efihv (A%%% [:§—u~v Ya—(C+k),”(w)-0 O
-pa('t--U.-V--W)(l—e'aw) (1-e ) dW

t—u—v b—a

* S E: G:;(c+j)+m,7\(W) ’ E:(0+:3)+m+l.?~(W)>0 E120
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-u (t—u-v—w) t—u-V d)—aw a+m 1- d .
ae ( e ) W + I 2__fT:'_a+l<|-at’-(c+3)+m,h(w)0

__ - <t- - - >
’ E:-(c+j)+m+1,7.(W)> one °”'(l—e uh u V W Wivél} ‘iv 011 (18)

(iii) Server is idle

After the completion of a rest the server returns to
the system and if he finds the number of units in the queue

is less than 'a' he remains idle. Let ni 2, for i<;a,9

be the probability that i units are in the system when the
server is idle. In this case, the probability that the
waiting time of the ith unit is less than or equal to t is

- ->
Z, ‘E192 It Y8.‘-iy7\(u) (1-e pa(t ui«<a. 0 )du. (19)

Thus the probability that the waiting time of a
unit in the system, which finds i-1 units ahead of him,
is less than or equal to t, is the sum of the quantities
given in (14) to (19).



CHAPTER IV

SOME OTHER QUEUEING MODELS WITH REST PERIODS+

In this chapter we study two queueing models with
rest periods, one is an Erlangian service with feedback
and the other is a buffer model. The utilization of idle
time was studied by Levy and Yechiali [33]. Fuhrmann
and Cooper [24] studied an M/G/l system with generalised
vacations. Neuts and Ramalhoto [46] and Ali and Neuts [l},
showed that the M/G/l decomposition property holds for the
M/G/l queueing systems without exhaustive service.

Here we consider an M/Bk/1 queueing system wit
feedback and rest after m consecutive services. we assume

that after the service of every m consecutive units, the
server takes rest for a random length of time. The steady
state solutions of the model is investigated. The waiting
time distribution of a unit in the system is obtained.

Another model we consider in this chapter is a queue
ing model with two servers and a finite intermediate waiting
room between them. We assume that, when the intermediate

+ Some results of this chapter was presented as a paper
entitled ‘Two queues in series with rest periods‘ in the
VI Annual Conference of ISTPA at Trivandrum.during
December 1984.
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waiting room is full the first server takes rest for a
random length of time and when the intermediate waiting
room is empty the second server takes rest for a random
length of time. The rest times are exponentially distri

buted with parameters 71 and 72 respectively. The steady
state probabilities of the system size are obtained. Some
numerical examples are also given at the end of this
chapter.

1. AN ERLANGIAN SERVICE SYSTEM WITH FEED BACK

Queueing systems with series stages for service was
considered in a general way by Cox [16]. He assumed
feedback or feedforward to other stages rather than choosing
only between immediate departure and entry into the next

stage. We consider a queueing system with arrival process,
a Poisson process of rate A and service time of each stage
exponentially distributed with parameter kp. After the
service completion of all k-stages, a customer leaves the
system with probability 1-8 and he joins the queue again
for service with probability 9. After the service of m
units consecutively, the server takes rest for a random
length of time, which is exponentially distributed with
parameter a. The state space of the model can be written



as a triplet (n,i,j), where n denotes the number of units
in the system, i the customer in service being in phase i
and j the number of units served after the previous rest.

Let the infinitesimal generator Q of the process
be denoted by

TAO Al 0 0 . . .7
A2 A3 A4 0 ...Q ,___,    0 0 0
0 0 A5 A3 ...

where A0 is a square matrix of order (m+l). The matrix A0
is given by

{.4 , for osi.<_m—l
a... =11 .~h—a, for 1=m

aml : a
and aij = 0, otherwise.

The matrix Al is of order (m+l) X (mk+l) and is equal to
[B0,Bl, ..., Bm], where Bi is (m+l) X k matrix for ossis-m-l,
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and Bm is a matrix of order (m+l) x 1. The entries of
matrix Bi for 0.5 i.-:- m-l, is given by

bil =75 , fOI' O$iéII1--.1

bij =0,l<j5k,O5.'.L$m
rmand Bm = [09 O9 9 Ooh] .

The matrix A2 of order (mk+l) x (m+l) is given by

rm
A2 = [C0, C1, ..., cm_l, Q]

where Cis are matrices of order k X (m+l) and Q is the
zero vector. The matrices Cis for 05 is m—1 are given by

kn (1-8)

c. . = O, for other values of i and j.

The matrix A3 is given by

Dl,for os :i.z’~. m--1

Ali D2,fOI‘ i=m

D3,for 05 is m.-2
Ai’ifl D for i = m-l

49
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Aml = D1
A1,: 0, otherwise

where D is a square matrix of order k. The matrix D
is given by

d..11 ll -(7\+kp,), for lsiék

The matrix D3 of order k is given by

d = kp 8
Q I} O, for other values of i and j.

D4 is a column vector of k elements given by

D4 = [0, 0,  kn e]T
and D1 = [oc, 0,  0]

is a row vector of k elements and D2 = (7s+a). The matrix
A4 ==hI, where I is the identity matrix of order (mk+l).

The matrix A5 is given by

F, 0;-is. m-2
A.l,i+l = F1, for i = m—l

0, otherwise
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where the.matrix F of order k is given by

fi,j = 0, otherwise
and F1 = [0, o, ..., o, kp(l—8)]T,

is a column vector.

1.2. STEADY STATE QUEUE LENGTH

Let g be the vector of steady state probabilities
associated with the generator Q such that

E Q Q and g e = 1 . (1)
We can examine the existence of a solution of the form

ii = 31 R l, for i2>l. (2)
The matrix R satisfies the matrix equation

2 _
4 + RAB + R A5 ~ 9

~1 2 -1A3 -3 5A3 , (
A

\,\} grThus R 2 -A4

We can compute R by successive substitution in the equation

(3) starting with 3:0. The vector [g0,gl] is obtained by



solving the equation

F‘ 4..
A0 A1[§0r§l] 5 [99 Q]

" A2 A3+RA5L. J
Define A = A3+A4+A5 as

G H 0 0 . . ..
O G  O o 0 no

A .-= 5 ' %
G HlL -—.J

The matrix G»: (gij) of order k X k is given by

gii -_-. -kp, for léi ék
gi’i+l kp, for 1-‘=31.-’=k-l

and gi 3 = O, for other values of i and j,9

The matrix H = (h

hk,l
and hi,j

KL:

0.

.) of order k X k is given by‘

otherwise.
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H1 is a column vector of k elements and is given by

H1 ::  O, 000,
H2 is a row vector of k elements given by

H2 = [a, O, ..., 0].

Thus A is an infinitesimal generator of a finite Markov
chain. A is irreducible since there is a path from any

state to any other state. Let 3 = (g0,gl, ..., gm_l, Rm)
be the Vector of steady state probabilities associated
with A such that 3 A = Q and g e = 1. Since g A = 0,
we get

go G-+ um H2 = O

1_§iH+1_Ii+lG 2 0, forosism-2 (4)
‘I_l_'.m_lHl--Tllmct = 0,

m—l k
‘using the condition 2 :1 xi. + 72m = l .i=0 j: 3
Solving (4) we get

11m = (1+ EL-f‘5)”l (5)
and n.. = (l+ E? )"l (-3-), for 05:15 m—l, (6)13 L» kn
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We can write the equilibrium condition in terms
of the parameters of the process. The queue is stable if
T e 2 n A e.“*5 ~4
ie. if n F + n F + ... + n-0 ~1 -m—l

Thus we can write the equilibrium condition in
terms of the parameters of the process as

TL 2 .i=0 lk kn 1-8

Substituting the values of ti k, for 0 sis m--1.,I

we get the equilibrium condition as

1 QQ7:(-kn)
(1-6)ma

1.3. NUMERICAL ?*+.3XAl~£I§‘LE;

For given values of m,u,a,8 and k, which satisifes
.1.
L;he condition (7), we can compute the rate matrix R by
successive substitution, starting with R20, in the equation
(3). This is continued until the maximum entrywise differ

5ence between iterates is less than 10- .
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For 73:1, p=2, a=2, k=2, m=3, 6:. l, the rate matrix R
is given below.— T
.22l526 .l7722l .O79324 .O63459 .O46545 .037076 .0538l6
.Ol2446 .209946 .056344 .O45076 .0284l8 .022735 .03lll4

r033239 .02659l .2297l7 .l83774 .084254 .O67387 .O83076
.O2038l .0l6305 .O17468 .2l3975 .O59355 .C47484 .O50954
.O604l2 .048329 .O48l27 .O3850l .23864l .l909l3 .l5lO3l
.O42569 .034056 .O30872 .024698 .O23757 .2l9005 .lO6424

L:l7ll55 .l36924 .lO2§94 .O82075 .O734ll .O58729 .427887

2. TWO QUEUES IN SERIES WITH FINITB INTERMEDIATE WAITING ROOM

The queueing model consisting of two servers in series
with a finite intermediate waiting room has an extensive liter
ature, dating back to 1956 with the work of G.C.Hunt [29]. The
study of blocking in queues with two or more servers in series
without intermediate waiting room was initiated by Avi—Itzhak
and Yadin [4]. Neuts [39,40] studied models in which there is
a finite waiting;room between the two servers where the service
times with the first server have a general distribution. The
queueing models with servers in series is studied by many
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authors such as Clarke [ll,l2], Boxma and Konheim [8],
Suzuki [54] and Prabhu [47]. Ramanarayanan and Usha-[48]
investigated two models, one with two waiting rooms in v
parallel and the other with waiting rooms in series.
Latouche and Neuts [32] investigated a model with a group
of rzal, identical, parallel servers in series with a
second group of'c zl.identical parallel servers.

The system consists of two servers S1 and S2 and
an intermediate waiting room, say waiting room II, between
them with capacity k. The arrival process is a Poisson

process with rate A and the service times by S1 and 82 are
independent and exponentially distributed with parameters

pl and p2 respectively. we assume that there is an infinite
capacity waiting room, which is waiting room I, in front of

the first server Sl- After getting service from S1, customers
take service from S2. when there are k customers in the
waiting room II, the service by S1 is blocked. We assume
that when the service by S1 is blocked or the waiting room I
is empty, 81 takes rest for a random length of time which is
exponentially distributed with parameter al. After the rest,
31 returns to the system and when he finds the number of units
in the intermediate waiting room less than k, he starts to
serve the units; otherwise he remains idle. then the
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waiting room II is empty, S2 takes rest for a random length
of time which is exponentially distributed with parameter a2.
After rest S2 returns to the system and if any unit is
waiting in the waiting room II, he starts to serve, otherwise
he remains idle.

2.1 THE STRUCTURE OF THE NARKOV PROCESS

Under the assumption of exponential service times

and rest times for the servers S1 and S2, the queueing model
may be described as a continuous parameter Markov chain on
the state space

{(i.j.Rl.R2). (i,J'.W1.B2). <i.;s.R1,w2) and (i.3.vzly.w2).

i ao, os=js-h} ,

The index i denotes the number of units queued up before

the server S1 and j denotes the number of units in the waiting
room II. The index R ,R denote both the servers S1 and S22

are in rest. Rl,w2 denote the server S1 is in rest and S2 is
serving or is ready to serve. Similarly Wl,R2 and wl,w2
indicate S1 is serving or ready to serve, 32 is in rest and
both S and S are serving or ready to serve respectively.1 2
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The infinitesimal generator Q of the Markov chain
has the structure of a block tridiagonal matrix of the form1''‘ __

B0 A2 0 0 ..
B1 A1 A2 0Q = 0 A0 A1 A2 (8)

where all the entries are square matrices of order 4(k+l).
To describe the above matrices we use a matrix of order

(k+l) of the form7-’ "'r
M11 M12 '°' Mlk+l
M21 M22 °°' M2k+lM .—. . = [M13] (9)
Mk+11 Mk+l2 "' Mk+l k+ll

where Mij are 4 x 4 matrices for 15.35 k+l. The matrix B0
is given by

B0 =  (10)
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where

M11 = K1
Mii = K, for Bsis k+1
M21 2 L1
1‘»Ii,i_l = L, for 3si£~k+l

Mij = 0, otherwise.

The matrices K1 and K are given respectively, by" -1
O — — 0K1 = A a2 a2 (ll)0 O -h—a1 cl0 O O -3L— _l

and

’“‘“1’“2 “1 “2 0O —h~a 0 aK = 9 2 (12)
O 0 —A-al~p2 al
0 O O —h—p2L. _
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To describe the matrices L1 and L, we need a 4 x 4 matrix

The matrix L1 is given by

1:1 = (nij) (141
where n51 = n42 = p2

nij = O, for all other values of i and j.

The matrix L is given by

L = (nij) (15)
Where n33 = n44 = p2

nij = O, for alI other values of i and j.

The matrix Al is given by

Al .——. [M13] (is)
where M11 = D1

Mii = D, for2$i$.k
M = L21 1
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M Kk+l,k+l =

Mij = 0, otherwise .

The matrices D1 and D are square matrices of order 4 and
L L and K are the same as described earlier. The matrices1!

D1 and D are given by

_;h—al-a2 al a2 0 fl
O —A—a2-pl O ' a2D1 = (17)O O —A—al al0 0 O -A»L. “H

-A—al~a2 al a2D = (18)
O O —h-p2—al al



The matrix B1 is given by

where

Using (13), the matrices F1 and F are given by

where

and

where

nij

[Mi :1]

F1

F, for 2si£~k-l

F1

0, otherwise.

0, otherwise.

The matrix A0 is given by

[M13]

where M

M

A0

i,i+l
k,k+l

ii

F, for 15-i$k—l

F1

0, otherwise.
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(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)
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The matrices F1 and F are same as given in (20) and (21).

The matrix A2 = ?\I, where I is a unit matrix of order
4(k+l). The infinitesimal generator Q is the canonical
form of a quasi birth—death process. Thus the system may
be studied as a quasi birth-death process. Neuts [45]
gives a detailed discussion on quasi~birth-death process.

The stationary probability vector g = (§0,§l, ... ) of Q
is, given by

igi = 30 R , for iz.o (23)
where R satisfies the matrix equation

1R-°-A0 + R31 + A2 .—.. 0 . (24)

2.2 STEADY STATE BEHAVIOUR

The block partitioned form of A is given by

which is a finite generator.

G1 F 0 0 .. .. ..Ll G F 0 .
A _ 0 L G F . .. .. wt‘* 0 0 L G . .. .. T’

O '. -. FL0 L G2‘



where G,G1,G2,L,Ll and F are square matrices of order 4.
The matrix G1 is given by

G -.= D+7sI (26)
where I is the unit diagonal matrix of order 4 and matrix

D1 is given in (17). The matrix G is given by

G = ID+hI (ZN
where D is given in (18). The matrix G2 is given by

G = K+?)I (28)2

where K is given in (12) and I is the identity matrix of

order 4. The matrices Ll,L and F are the same as given
earlier.

Let E = (30, 31, ..., gk) be the vector of steady
state probabilities of A, where 31 = (fli RlR2, niWlR2,

fliRlW2, niwlwz) for os:is1L It satisfies

‘E,A:Q,‘I.'Ee'.:=l
where e = (l,l, ..., 1
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From (29) we get

_ G + y L = Q
_o F + 51 G + n2 L = O .

From (30) we can write

-1
-o " ‘ 31 L1 G1

-1 -1

Thus we can write go in terms of 31 and gl in terms of g2
and so on. Finally we can write gk_l in terms of gk. The
last equation of (29) is

Since gk_l can be written in terms of gk, we can rewrite
equation (31) as

Ek (H + G . (32)2) “

Thus we find that 3k is the left eigen vector of H + G2.
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As an illustration, consider k=6, the Computation

of ni, for 0éi.£—6 is as follows. For the given matrices
Ll,G1,L,G,F and G2.

-1
E0 = ' El Ll G1-1 -l
gl = - 32 LA , where A_= G-LlGl F-l -1
1:2 = - 53 LB , where B = G—LA F-1 «l
1:3 = — 1_I4 LC , where C = G—LB F

34 = - E5 LD‘1, where D = G—LC-1F-1 -1
55 = - 56 LE , where E = G—LD F

That is 36 is the left eigen vector of G -LE_1F. Thus first2

compute g6, then substitute the value of 36 in gs, next
substitute the value of g in 9 and so on.5 4
2.3 THE EQUILIBRIUM CONDITION

The equilibrium condition g A08 2>'E A29 can be
explicitly written in terms of the parameters of the model.

0 = (R. R1 F1 1 *2’ “i
ti R1 W2, Hi W1 W2), for oéziélg the required condition
reduces to
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ul(nOWlR2 + noWlW2 + nlWlR2 + nlwlw2 + ... +

nk_l W132 + nk_l WlW2) 7 h

kie. u if 1:. (W R + W W) 77‘, ('33)1 1:0 1 l 2 l 2

where pl is the service rate of the first server S1, h is
k-l

the arrival rate to the first server and gig ni(WlR2 + wlW2)

is the steady state probability that the first server is
working. Thus the equilibrium condition is , probability

that the first server is working is greater than A/pl.

2 . 4 . NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Assume that the capacity of the intermediate-waiting

room is 4. For given matrices Ll,G ,L;G,F and G , the

stationary probability vectors go, 31, 52, 33 and 34 are
computed for various values of pl and p2 subject to the

COl’1C3.i'tiOI1  E1 2 1. when P131: pl-‘*5: U226: Yl:Y2:l

(.o93o397, .o82e52, .o93o397, .c351743 )

n = ( 0 , .O69026, .0310132, .0673253 )



Whenwhzl, pl=p2=5, y1=y2=l,

jQ-9

( 0 .
( 0 .
(.O49248,

(.O849l86,

(.0593835.

.O682233,

-0558527,

.O47607l,

.O396725a

.O595833,

then nis are

.O849l86,

.0339693,

.O4l2385a

.O4l2383,

.0593833s

.057522, .036182, .o774446 )

.047935, .o25325, .o702599 )

.O49248, .O49248, .O492480 )

.O306293)

.O648832)

.o8o9727)

.o8o9727)

.0593833)

to



CHAPTER V

INVENTORY SYSTEM WITH REST PERIODS

A detailed review of the storage systems was
given by Gani [25] and the applications of such models
to practical situations by Hadley and whitin [26]. The
probabilistic treatment in the study of inventory system
"using renewal theoretic arguments was given by Arrow,

Karlin and Scarf [3]. Srinivasan [53], has discussed
an analysis of (s,Sj inventory policy with random lead

time and unit demand. Recently, Thangaraj and
Ramanarayanan L57] studied the (s,S) inventory policy
with two ordering levels.

Scholl and Kleinrock [50] analysed an M/G/l

queue with rest periods where they considered the

situation in which the server takes rest for a random
length of time when the system is empty. Here, we
introduce an inventory system with rest to the server.
when the inventory_level becomes zero, the server takes
rest for a random length of time having the distribution
function G(.). We consider the following three models,
its transition probabilities and system size probabilities.
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I. no queue of demands is permitted
when the server takes rest.

II. a queue of demands is permitted
when the server takes rest, but
only after the replenishment.

III. two servers S1 and S2 with rest
periods alternately to the servers.

1. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS I AND II.

Let S'be the maximum capacity of a ware house.

At time zero the inventory level is S, the stock level
goes on decreasing due to incoming demands. The demands
are assumed to occur for one unit at a time and the time
duration between the arrivals of two consecutive demands

are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random
variables with cumulative distribution function (c.d.f)
F(.). As soon as the stock level drops down to s an
order is placed for S-s units. The lead time is a random
variable with c.d.f G(.). During the lead time there may
be a number of demands. If the order of S—s units does

not materialise before the level of inventory drops to
zero, the server goes for rest for a random length or time.
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The time duration for which the level of inventory
continuously remains at zero is called a dry period.
The rest times are i.i.d random variables with c.d.f H(.).

The above distribution functions are assumed to

be absolutely continuous with derivatives f(.), g(.) and
h(.) respectively. Further, we assume that the random
variables such as, time duration between successive
demands, the lead times and the rest times, are mutually
independent.

In the first model we assume that no queue of
demands is permitted when the server is taking rest. In
the second model a queue of demands is permitted in the"
absence of the server, but only after the materialisation
of the order. In model II, an agent can work in the
absence of the server with the restriction that the maximum

number of units sold out by the agent is S—2s-l. SO, at
the server's arrival epoch the level of inventory is at
least s+l. In both the models we assume the renewal

epochs to be the demand epochs. (398 fi€So 1 afld 2 )

There are a number of applications of the two
models described above. It is natural that when the
inventory is zero, the firm finds it meaningless to have
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MODEL I: A typical plot of the stock level versus time
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Figure 2.

MODEL II: A typical plot of the stock level versus time
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a server. So he is turned out and as soon as the
materialisation of the order takes place, the firm tries
to get back the server. But the server, in turn, may
not turn up immediately. It can happen that the server
returns to the firm even before the materialisation of
order and remains there, ready to serve but has to remain
idle until replenishment takes place. This situation is
represented by model I. As an example of model II,
suppose the firm appoints a purely temporary hand to sell
the goods in the absence of the server, as soon as the
order is materialised. He is permitted to sell atmost
S-2s—l units. If we do not have this restriction, the
reordering level may be reached and there is then no
need for a permanent server. In this sequel we use the
following notations.

Eotations:

px y(t) — the probability of transition from X to y7

f*n(.) - the n—fold convolution of f(.) with itself

p*:,s(.) - the n-fold convolution of pa S(,) with itself~39

IK(.) the renewal density function of f's



F*n(.) - the n—fold convolution of F(.) with itself

X(t) ~ the inventory level at time t

F(.), G(.) and fi(.)‘are tail distributions corresponding
to F(.), G(.) and H(.) respectively.

l.l TRANSITION PROBABILITIBS OF MODEL I

In this model we assume that no queue of demands
is permitted when the server takes rest. The probabilities
of reaching i from S and S-1 from s in time x are given by

ps.1<x) = f*(S“”(x). s+1-4 is s-1 (1)

pS,S_1<x> = f(x) e(x>. (2)
Consider p (x), 25.35 s, which is the probabilitys,S—j

of transition from s to S—j in time X for the first time.
when the level of inventory drops to s, an order is placed
for S-s units and j-l units of demands occur upto time u.
The order is materialised in (u,x), where x is the first
demand epoch after the materialisation of order. Thus

y9.s—j‘X’ ” J; f (j~l)(u)[G(x)-G(u)]f(x-u)du. as as s. <3)
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Next we consider the situation when the inventory level
drops to zero. As soon as this happens, the server goes
for rest. Then we have two different cases.

Case (i): The server returns after rest. By this time
the order may or may not be materialised. Even if the
order does not materialise the server remains there,
ready to serve and starts meeting demands after the order
materialises. In this case, we have

ps,S-s--]_(X) = Ix fl‘-"S(u) k(v—u) [G(x)-G(v)] H(x-u)O 11 f(x—v)dv du (4)
where k(v-u) represents the renewal function of lost
demands during (u,v), and H(x-u) is the probability that
the server returns in (u,x].

Case (ii): The server returns after rest. If the order
is not materialised, he again goes for rest for a random
length of time having the same distribution H(.). This
may be repeated several times. Thus we get



x x X x
PS’S_S_l(X) = J‘ J.-{ f*S(u) k(v-u) m(w-V)0 1.1 V W

[G(y)-G(w)]h(y—w) f(X-W) dv dw dv du. (5)

where k(.) and m(.) represent renewal functions of lost
demands. The probability of first return to s in time X
is given by

S-1 X
(X) = _mJ J‘ ps i(u)f*(i"S)(x—u)du _ (6)i=S-s-l o 'Ps,s

I

1.2. SYSTEM SIZE PROBABILITIES

Define Ai(t) = Pr{i(t)=1| X(o) = S} (7)

as the probability of finding i units in the system at time
t, given that, at time zero the inventory level is S. We
shall now find the probability that the inventory level
at time t is a prescribed quantity. Now we have

_ t *(S_S) ‘t-U. cn n _iS(t>=F<t)+f or (um 23 pg S(v>m-u-v)0 o n=o ’
G(t-u—v)dv du . (5("'3

\-...a/



The equation (8) can be explained as follow§T“‘
term means that there is no demand in (o,T]. The second
term represents the fact that there are S—s demands in
(o,u), during (u,u+v) there are n transitions from s to
s, n = 1,2, ..., the order materialises in (u+v,t) and no

more demand thereafter. Next we have AS_j(t) for 15 je s—l,
given by t . t
AS__j(t) .._.. I r*3(u)i~(t..u)au + [ f*(S''‘~‘=)(u)0 o
[M 3: *"<> {WW1 Hv . w
0 nzo ps,s 0 £;% ps,S—3+l

t-u—v-w

J f*1(y) §(t-u-v—w-y)dy dw dv du; 153 s s-1, (9)
o

The Iirst term on the right side is obtained by arguing
as follows. j demands occur in (o,u] and no more demand
in (u,t]. nor the second term we hate, there are S—s
demands-in (o,u], during (u,u+v) there are n, (n=l,2,...)
transitions from s to s followed by the transition from s
to S—j+i in (u+v, u+v+w) and i demand in (u+v+w, u+v+w+y).
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We have t t
AS_S(t) =: ‘I f*S(u) f(t—u)du + JR f*(°’s)(u)o o

t—u.§f: nu t-u—v S_l[ p* (v) f 2:: p (w)0 n=o S S O j=S~S 8'3

t—u—v-w '
[ f*(3"S+S)(y) F(t~u-v—w—y)dy dw dv du

o

t-u t-u twu

+ JF f*(S—S)(u) J’ .{ _{ ii: pgnS(v)f*s(w-v)k(y-w—v)O n=o ’0 V W

fi(t—u—w-y) [G(t—u)—G(v)]dy dw dv du. (10)

For the first two terms of (10) we have similar arguments
as given in (9). For the third term, (S-s) units of
demands occur in (o,u], in (u,v) there are n transitions
from s to s and in (v;w) s units of demands occur. Thus
the level of inventory drops to zero, the server goes for
rest and in (wyy) a number of demands is lost to the system.
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The order materialises before t, but the server is not back
to the system upto time t. Alsot t

.(t) = -[ f*(S+j)(u) F(t—u)du + jg f*(S—S)(u)

t 0,, o _
I :5 p?,1s(V) J Ps s—s-1(") I f*(J~l)(y)o n: t t-u ®

F(t—u—v-w—y)dy dw dv du.+--[ f*(S—°)(u) .[ §:; PEnS(v)n=o ’o o
t—u—v t—u-V t—u—v t—u—v

J j f f r*S(w> k<y-w>[e<z>-em} ho:-w)
O

f*3( e —z) 'i‘(t-u—v- g )dg dz dy aw dv du, 1 sj s S-2s—l. (11)

For the first two terms of (11) we have similar arguments
as given.in (10). The third term represents the situation,
when the level of inventory drops to zero the server goes
for rest. The order is materialised before z, where z is the
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epoch at which the server returns to the system- Now
we have

t t~u CD* ~_ —
Amt) = r ‘S S’<u> E p*’‘ (V) eve-u-v)3 n—o 8'so o ‘”
t-u-v ‘X’ _' _
I f (S 3)(w) F(t-u-v-w) dw dv du, for léj as (12)
0

and

t t—u 53
mt) -.— ] :~*<S"S)<u> j Z p’;ns<v> at-u-v)n=o ’o o

f*S (t—u-v)dv du.

1.3. TRANSITION PROBABILITIES OF MODEL II

In this model we assume that a queue of demands
is allowed after the materialisation of order even when
the server has not returned after rest. If the server
has not returned after rest, on the materialisation of
inventory, an agent is permitted to sell a maximum of
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S-2s—l units. The expressions for transition probabilities

pS,i(x), for ss-is S--1; pS’S_l(x) and pS,S__j(x) for 2éj-s.s
are the same as those given in model 1. Also the transition
probability from s to S—s—l in time x has the same expression
as in (4). The transition probability from s to S-s-j
for 2s;js-S-2s-1, in time_x is given by

X X W Z

pS,S_S_j(x) = oj j S g r*S(u> k<y—u> [e<z>-e<y>p1pI1 1111

f(z—y)f*(3‘9)(w—z) [H(x-u)—H(w-u)] f(x-w)dy dz dw du. (13)

This can be explained in the following way. In time u,
s demands occur after which the server goes for rest. The
order-materialises before z but after y, and k(y~u) represents
the demands lost in (u,y). The first demand epoch after
replenishment is z and an agent sells off j-l units. The
server returns after time w but before x, where X is the
first demand epoch after w. Using similar arguments as
above, we get
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X ZM0 U. 11

f(w-v)r*‘S'2S’2’(y-w) k<z-y) [H<x-u>-H(z-u)1

y W

j‘ j‘ f*S(u> k(v-u) [e(w>-e(v>1
U. 1.1

f(x—z)dv dw dy dz du . (14)

Since the agent cannot sell more than S~2s—l units, after y
there are a number of demans lost to the system and z is
the last demand epoch which is lost to the system. Then
k(z-y) represents the lost demands in the interval (y,z).
The renewal transition probability from s to s is

3”:4

i (x) = . pS,j(u)f*‘3‘S°(x.u)au , (15)
L1

II U!

1.4 SYSTEM SIZE PROBABILITIES

We shall now find the probabilities for various
inventory levels at an arbitrary time. Now

It t"'U. cg)
"s(’c)=f‘(’c)+ jf*(S’S)(u)S Z Em (w)i‘(t—u-w)O I12‘-O

s,s
o

G(t-u~w)dw du (16)



The first term of (16) represents the fact that no demand
occurs in (o,T], the second stands for S demands in (o,u],
and there are n,s to s renewal transitions in (u,w). NOP
demand occurs in (w,t] but the order materialises in (w,t].
Arguing further we get

t

AS_j(t) = [F*3(t)— F*(3+1)(+,)] + ff*(S’S)(u)
0

t—u G1 . .
Z i3*n (W) [F*J(t-u—w) -— F*(3+1)(t-u-W)]n=0 8'8 "

O

G(‘t—u—w)dw du, l s j 5 S-1. (17)

For the level to be S~s, at time t, we have

t

A3_S(13) = [F*S(t> - F*‘S*‘”<t)1 + S f*‘3"S’<u.>
O

t-u~v“¢n S~1
pS'S(V) 5 :[3e_ Ps,:1“"')0 j b sOu_~j

EN“
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[F*[j“(S_S)§ (t—u-v~w) — F*[j—(S'S)+l](t—u~V—w)]dw dv du

t ( ) t—u CD t—u-V t—u—V* S""S Al-I1 —-*S _Y
+ J r (u) of go pS,S<v> of W] : mkcy »)

[G(t—u-v) - G(y)] §(t-u-V-y) dy dw dv du . (18)

The first two terms have similar arguments as that given
for (17) and the third term represents the situtation
where the inventory level drops to zero in (v,w), k(y-w)
represents the lost demands during (w,y) and thereafter
no more demand occurs upto time t, but the order is
materialised in (y, t-u—v).

Next we have

t
AS_S_j(t) = [F*(s+j)(t) _ F*(s+j+l)(t)] + j‘f*(S-s)(u)

o

t~u—vt—u 00 _l _
f 2: £3 * “M 25 p (w)0 I1=O 8'8 O k=S-S-*3]. S’k

[F*[k—(S-S-3)](t—u~v—w)—F*[k;(S'S-j)+lq(t-u—v—w)]dw dv du
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t— t—u-v t-u~v z
0

1: um 2
+ I-£*‘S"~”’(u> j ;__:o i>;‘jS(v)§ X S §r*S<w)0 ' w w0 W

k(y-w) [e(z)-4e(y)J £(z—y)f*‘3’1)(s. -z) in 2.-w)

i*(1:-u—v— 2 )dy dz dz, dw dv du, 15;} as S-2s-2. (19)

Using the arguments that led to (18) we get the first
two terms. The third term deals with the following
situation. After the s to s transitions the level of
inventory drops to zero in (v,w) and the server goes
for rest. The order materialises after y but before z
and there are j demands occurring in (g ,y). The server
has not returned after rest upto time Q .

Now AS+l(t) is given by

t
AS+l(t) : [F%(S-S-l)(t) ‘ F%(S-S)(t)] + J‘ f*(S-S)(u)

O

t-U t-u—v°‘’ 1
X 213*“ (v) E {ii p .(w>O n20 S’S O j=S+l 593

[F*(j‘s-1)(t-u-v—w)—F*(j'S)(t—u-v~w)dw dv du
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t ( ) t-u G, t~u—v t-u—V I n i z«rt S- 1-,. _ «+3
+ J‘f S (u) E %;% pS?S(v) X S X S 3 jzf (w)o 0 o w w w w w

kcy-w)[e<z>-e<y>1r<z-y>s*‘S‘2S‘2)<e~z) k(n-Ga)

F(t—u—v—n) h(x.—w)dy dz dg an ax dw dv du

E z *0
9‘ fig f (w)

t t —u-V
+f r*(S—s7(u) J‘.-uIi61A3'::S(v) f

oO O
k<y-w) [G(z)—G(y)J rcz-y). [F*‘S“2S'2)<t-u-v-z-e) 

F*(S“2S'1)(t-u—v—z—g)] fi(t—u—v-w) dy dz dw dv du (20)

The first two terms can be obtained using arguments similar

to the ones which led to (l8)and(l9). To get the third
term, in addition to the arguments that led to the third
term of (19), we make use of the fact that in the duration
of length 6 -z, S—2s-2 demands occur and a number of

demands is lost thereafter because, the agent cannot sell
more than S—2s-l units. The server returns to the system
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at epochfk and there is no more demand after the epoch n,
where n is the last demand epoch which lost to the system.
The fourth term represents the possibility of the server
not coming back to the system upto time t. Arguing in a
similar manner we get

t t-u G,= *(S—s) «*n - _._
rive) of f (u) 30 go pS,S<v> are u v)

[F*(S"3)(t-u-v) — F*(S‘3*l)(t—u—v)]dv du, lsjs s

and

t t-u CD
Aooz) = J f*‘3'S’<u> J 20 :o;j‘S<v> Em:-u-v)I1:0 O
[F*SIt-u—v) - E‘*(S+l)(t—u~v)] dv du..

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE HODEL III

Let S be the maximum Capacity of a ware house.

At time zero the inventory level is S, the stock level
goes on decreasing due to incoming demands. The demands
are assumed to occur for one unit at a time and the time
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duration between the arrivals of successive demands are
i.i.d random variables with c.d.f F(.). We assume that

there are two servers S1 and S2 in the system. The server
81 has to order S—s units but 32 can order only a smaller
quantity of ‘a’ units. Whenever both the servers are

present, 81 will order for a quantity of S—s units. As
soon as the stock level becomes s, an order is placed for

S—s units by S1 if he is present. After that S1 goes for

rest for a random length of time. If 81 is not present 82
gives an order for 'a' unit. The successive rest times
of s are i.i.d with c.d.f G1 l(.). The lead time for the
quantity of S-3 units is a random variable with c.d.f Kl(.).

During the lead time there may be a number of demands.
Further we assume that at least one of the servers.is
present in the system always. After completion of rest,

S1 returns to the system and when the level of inventory
becomes s, an order is placed by ” after which 8 takes“l 2
rest for a random length of time. The successive rest

times of 82 are i.i.d random variables with c.d.f Hl{.).
The lead time for-the small quantity ‘a’ is a random
variable with C.d.f R(.).
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The above distribution functions are assumed to

be absolutely continuous with derivatives f(.), gl(.),
kl(.), hl(.) and r(.) respectively. Further we assume
that the random variables such as the lead times and rest
times are mutually independent.

2.1. TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

Let px y(t) be the transition probability density9

function from the state x to y in time t. The probabilities
of reaching i from S and S-1 from s in time X are given by

PS,i(x) = f*(S-i)(x), s+le ié:S-l (21)

where f*n is the n-fold convolution of f(.) with itself,

X

pS,S_i<x> = J f*‘i"l)(u> [Klee -— Kl(u>1 f(x-u)du.
0

for 1515.8. (22)
The argument for (22) is as follows. In time (o,u), i-l
demands occur; after u the order for S~s units materialises
and the next demand epoch is at x.
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Consider the situation when the level of inventory
becomes zero, after which a number of demands are lost to

the system. The replenishment was made before 3, and X is
the first demand epoch after the replenishment. Then

XX

pS,S_S_1(x> = j“ j‘ f*S(u) m<v—u>[Kl(x>-Kl<v>;O 11

f(x-V) dv du (23)

where m(v~u) represents the renewal function of lost demands
during (u,v). The probability of first return to s at time
X starting from s due to the order made by the first server

31 is

’‘ S-1
Ps.s(x) = EC: Ps.atu> f*(j"S)(X-U) au . (24)

o j=S—s—l

Consider another situation when both the servers are present.
As soon as the inventory level becomes s an order is placed

by the server S1 after which he takes rest. The order
materialises after some time and due to demands that occur,

the inventory level decreases and becomes s. By this time
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the first server might not have returned after rest.

Then the second server S2 will order for a quantity of
‘a’ units. In this case a transition from s to s+a-i
is possible for 1.~:— i e s. This transition probability can
be written as

X

I3s,s+a-i<x> = J i*(i"1)<u)[R<x>-Btu); r(x—u>au
O

for 15 is s (25)
where R(.) is the lead time distribution of the quantity ’a'.

when the level of inventory becomes s the order

for S-s units is placed by S1, and then he takes rest. The
order materialises after some time and due to demands that

occur, the level of inventory decreases and reaches s. If

S1 has not returned upto that time S2 will order for a
quantity of 'a' units. During the lead time s units of
demands can occur so that the inventory becomes dry.
Further there may be a number of demands lost to the system.
Finally the order materialises. Thus
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@s,a...1<x) = X J r*S<u) m<v-u> [R(x)-R(v)]0 U.

f(x—v)dv du . (26)
The first return transition probability from s to s

due to the order made by S2 is

s+a-lX

?9.s(X) " J 138 3”) f*(j‘*"<x—u)au. (27)
O

9j=a~l

Let us denote by ps 3 (X) the transition probability1 2
density function of the time between the epoch at which

S1 goes for rest and the epoch at which S2 goes for rest.
Then

PS

X -1 .
l,S2(X) = G1(X) J‘ 2%. pS,i(u) f*(l"S)(X-u)du

O



Epuation (28) can be explained as follows. The first
term represents that at time zero (the time at which the

inventory level goes to s) S1 goes for rest and the order
given.by S1 materialises some time later. The server S1
returns to the system before X and in (x—u) there are (i-s)
demands. So the level of inventory becomes s; an order

is made by S1 and S2 goes for rest. In the second term
we consider some more possibilities that the order made

by S1 is materialised. Due to demands that occur, the
level of inventory decreases to s. But S1 has not returned
by that time. S0 S2 gives an order for ‘a’ units and due
to demands that occur the level of inventory decreases and

becomes s. Then S2 makes an order for ‘a’ units. This
process repeats a number of times upto time u. After u

the server S1 returns to the system and the level of
inventory becomes s at x. Then an order is made by S1 and
S takes rest. By a similar argument we can write the2

transition time probability density function ps S (X) of2’ l

the time between the epoch at which S2 goes for rest and
the epoch at which S1 goes for rest.
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X ~1 * ._
PS2’Sl(X) = Hl(X) J‘ igiasfil pS’i(u)f (1 S)(x—u)du

+ [X E551 { f*(i"S) §l €31 f*‘3'"S) n (u)0 i=S-s—l pS’i* * n=l j=S-s-lps’j* ]

3'1 *(j-S)[Hl(x)—Hl(u)] 5:‘ [p .*f J(x-u)du . (29)- j=S__S__l S93

2.2 SYSTEM SIZE PROBABILITIES

Let X(t) denote the inventory level at time t

and define Ai(t) = Pr {X(t) = 1 |x(o) = s} , 1 = o,1,2,..s.

That is, Ai(t) is the probability that the inventory level
at time t is i given that at time zero the inventory level
is S. Now, the probability that the inventory level is S
at time t given that at time zero the level is S,

- t *(s-~)
AS(t) = F(t) + j .{$ °,e
CD

§:,[pS1 S2x:P52 Sl]n}>(u) F(t—u) Kl(t—u)dun_._:o 9 2
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t
@

J{ *r1;o[pSl’S2* P3231] *pSl’S2 (u)0

t

F(t-—u) Kl(t-u) du + j{f*(3.-8).; 70

w n
t—u

pbl,S at [ 2;. 132,831} (11) S PS,S(V)-15“?-11-V)o

Kl(t-u-V) dv du . (30)
The first term of (30) says that no demand occurs upto
time 1: so that the level is S itself at time t. The second
term represents that (S-s) demands occur and thereafter

there are a number of transitions from S1 to S2 and S2 to S1

upto time u after which no demand occurs and replenishment
was made before t. In the third term we consider one more

possibility that after a number of transitions from S1 to S2

and S2 to S1, another transition takes place from S1 to 82
before time u. In the fourth term we consider the situation
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where after the transition from S1 to 8 there are so many2

s to s cycles upto time u and S is absent during this2

time. Thereafter a transition from s to s takes place in
time V. After this no demand occurs and the replenishment
takes place. Next we have

t

= [F*(S"-i)(t)_F*(S'-i+1)(_t)El + S {f*(S-S)*
O

t-u S_l
11:0 [pS1'S2*pS2'S1;n}(u) OS j;u'ax(i,s-s-1)pS'3(V)

t

[F"‘(j"i)(t—i1—v)-F*(j"i+1)(t—u—v)Jdv du + j.[£*(S"S),,

1;‘D n[p at-P 1 at p (u)§ p .(v)ggg S1'S2 32’S1r S1'S2 O j=maX(i S—s-1)S’J

[F*(j"i)(t—u—v) - F*(3"i*l)(t-u—v)] dv du
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t f*(S"S) ’ n w I1 ‘I11
+ 6‘ *:%;1 [p31'S2* PS '31-] * pS1'S2*[ zE1;:1pS’S 11- (u)

t-u t-u-v S_l *(._i)j PS S<v> . . R ps j<w>[F 3 (Jo-u-v-w)0 ’ o 3=maX(1,b—s-1) '

_ F*(j-i+l)(t—u-v--w)] dw dv du, for s+as i 5 S-1 , (31)

The second and third terms of (51) are obtained by similar
arguments as that given for (30) upto epoch u; after_that
we consider a transition from s to j and in the fourth term
also we include the possibility of this transition after
the epoch v.

Further we have

As+a(t) = {F*‘S‘S'a3<t> - F*‘S‘S‘a*l’<t)1t t—u
+ j {1:*<S*S’* iips S * pa 31;” }><u> j 355-1 pS,J.(v>._ 3 U 9O n—o l 2 2 O
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t

[F*(j"S“a)(t—u-v)- F‘(3‘S‘a+l)(t—u-v)]dv du + J{'.f*(S-S)-se' o

t

[F*(j"S"a)(t-u—v)-F*(3"S"a*l)(t-u-v)']dv du + J{f*(S"S)*# 0Q n w
H

Z]-[PS S2-x-PS2,Sl] —x- 31,32-u~[ 1%]. 138,8 1]} (11)I1:

t—u t-u—v

‘b

- F*(j"S-a+l)(t—u-v—w)] dw dv du + J‘ f*(S-S)* ii. [P *— O n.-=0 Sl ’ S2
t—uP _n . t-u—Z>

3231? M I pS:%(v) S P0 @snS(w)o O = ’
KN P.)

x_/§1(t-u—v—w) §(t—u—v~w) R(t-u~v-w) dw dv du (
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Using similar arguments that lead to (31) we can explain
the first four terms of (32). For the fifth term we

consider, at epoch u S1 takes rest and S2 is available in
the system. The order given by S1 at time u materialises
at v; after that a number of s to s transitions due to-the

order by S2 upto epoch w takes place since S1 has not
returned to the system upto W. Thereafter no more demand

occurs and the order given by S2 materialises before time t.

The probability that the inventory level is i at
time t, for s+ls. i :ss+a—l, is given by

t

Li“) S [F*(s-1)”) _ F*(S-i+l)(t).-Z‘ + j{f¥:(S-s)*o«, t-u
[Ps1.S2* pS2,S1]n} (u) S pS’S(v)111:0 " O

t’u"V 6’ t*u"v"W s+a—lA n - A ,
O '§;b pS;S(w) Gl(tuu—V‘w) OX j§;;x(a—lgfi pSyj(n)

[F*(j'i)(t—u~v—w~n)-F*(j_i+l)(t—u-v—w—n)] dn dw dv du
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+ X {f*(S—S)* 00 [PS s *ps 3 ]n* PS 3 (u)11:0 1’ 2 2’ l—- 1' 2

‘ti-U. $ t-U.-V S-1
J E: p” (v) E (t—u-v) S :1 p .<w>n:o s,s 1 j=S_S_l s,3o o

[F*(j-i)(t~u—v-W) — F*(j-i+l)(t—u—v-w)] dw dv du

11t t— .,( __ ) 03 H‘ b-'].
+ J{f* S S*];O[pSl,S2* pS2,Sl]n}(u) J J§S_lpS,j(v)

[F*(j-i)(t-u—V) ~ F*(j"i+l)(t~u—v)] dv du (33)

The second and third terms are due to the Servers 32 and 31
respectively. The fourth term is due to the server S1 but
S1 is absent in the system. Similarly, we can write Ai(t),
16. is S, as

t

Aim =j f*‘S‘S’ (u) [F*(S'"i) <t.u).:»*‘ 84*” (t-11) Ji<'l(t..u)au
0
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t < > °° M* S"‘S ';n
+ Jrff *§o[pS1'S2* P3231" }(u) E pS»S(V)0 ' O

t-u-V 0° 5 n - w *( .)
ES: ps S(w)Gl(t-u-v—w) R(t—u~v—w) [F 8-1 (t-u—v~w)nzo ’o

t

— F*(S—l+l)(t—u~v-w)]dw dv du + X {{f*(S_S)x0In n t-ud)
go [pS1’S2* PS2’ 1; * pS1'S2 Ti (H) K go pS»S(v)o

fil(t—u-V) Kl(t-u—v) [F*(S-1)(t—u-v)—F*(S"i+l)(twu-vfldv du

Cr“

1; 00
+  r*‘3“S)«Z [pm -.*  9:111 (u) :‘<:,(t—u>n.—.1 31' 2 ”2'**1-- *

O

[Fx(s-i)(t F*(s~i+l)(t \_,\‘.-u) — -u)j du (
In equation (34) we coneider the situation where

the replenishment was not made for the last order. Then we
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get the level of inventory to be less than or at the most
equal to s. Otherwise the level can be greater than s.

The probability that the inventory level is zero
at time t is given by

t
A0(t) 2 J‘ f*(S-S)(u) il(t—u) [F*S(t—u) — F*S+l(t-u)]

0

t ) G) t-u
+ («E {f (S-5 * n=o [pS1vs2*pS2r51]n} (u) of pS:S(v)°

t—u-V

jg: fis :(w) §l(t-u-v-w) fi(t-U-V-W) [F*S(t—u—v—w)n=o ’
t

— F*(S+l)(t-u-V-W)] dw dv du + J <{f*(S"S)*
O

t-u

ii [p * p 1% p }<u> [ w P««1§“’)S S S ,8 s ,8 ‘ n=o “”' 2 2 1— 1 2 O
_ _ *6 Js+l) fi
Hl(t—u~v) Kl(t—u-v) [F °(t~u—v)- F (t—u-V); dv du
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fi1(t-u) [F*S(t—u) - F*‘S+1) (t-u)] du . (35)

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

To sum up we have studied in this thesis, the
role of rest periods in queueing systems like GI/M/l,
M/Ma’b/1, erlangian service model with feedback and a
buffer model. Also we introduced the concept of rest
in inventory models.

We suggest further study in these lines. Assume

that the server takes rest after serving a random number
of units where this random number depends on the number

of units in the system. Investigation of the stationary
behaviour, waiting time etc. seems to be hard but quite
interesting.

Fuhrmann and Cooper [24] studied the decomposition

property in the M/G/l queueing system with generalised
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vacations. Doshi [l7]‘investigated the decomposition
property in the GI/G/1 queueing systems with exhaustive
service. Investigation of the decomposition property
in GI/G/1 system without exhaustive service may be
interesting and it is more general one than considered
in [17].

Consider an inventory system with more than
one ordering level and more than one server. Assume
that some of the servers takes rest when the inventory
level is less than a prescribed quantity. Here again
one can investigate the transition probabilities and
stock level probabilities.
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